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Best Book in Transgender Studies, Winner, Center for Lesbian & Gay Studies (CLAGS), NY Lambda Literary Award
Finalist Written by a leading activist in the transgender movement, Becoming a Visible Man is an artful and compelling
inquiry into the politics of gender.

The book, however, is also of value to educators, parents, family and mental health professionals seeking
insight into the LGBTQ experience. These candid stories and wise words are a powerful toolkit to encourage,
inspire, uplift and give hope to those who need it most; those who may feel disenfranchised or who may lack
self-belief. I trust him and his workmanship implicitly. He was a cheerleader first and then he would
deconstruct content second. I think there was always this attention to helping somebody really feel that they
can make their way. I definitely feel that the therapeutic community, the psychological therapeutic community
has a role to play in LGBT civil rights and I applaud you for doing this. If he could just read this, it would help
him rephrase what he is defaulting to now. This kind of book shares the experience of a very diverse group of
LGBT people. Individual and collective experience offers the inspiration and motivation for LGBT people to
do something worthwhile with their lives and live their dream. There are two ways you can approach not
fitting in. If you get to see it as a blessing, feeling like an Outsider can eventually give you the freedom and
license to create your own world, follow your own goals, and make your own reality. Yes, there is pain.
Feelings of rejection, confusion, self-doubt. But think of those negatives in a positive light: Such is the human
paradox, yearning to assimilated and demanding to be treated as unique and apart. A part of the tribe and apart
from the tribe. There are plenty of young LGBT people I know or have known who hate the idea of any sort of
ghetto or connection with others. This book breaks down the common stereotypes of gay people and unveils a
more realistic perspective, chronicling the success of many gay role models that others aspire to. Be inspired
by the successful members of the gay community; real men and women. Read about the challenges they faced
along the way, what helped to keep them going, and what it takes to make a small business, a life, a success.
This book illustrates the breadth and creativity of gays everywhere. It is a pioneering work and the success
stories of inspirational gay role models from a wide variety of backgrounds should be made available in every
library, every school. These are men and women you can aspire to but who have all shown just what it takes to
become a role model â€” determination, courage and an unwavering desire to succeed. They each have
inspiring stories to tell about their achievements and future ambitions, yet I noticed they all had one thing in
common they were passionate about what they did. So in reality gays are still struggling for acceptance and to
reach the top of the ladder. But they do need to provide the very thing we all tend to take for granted â€” the
basic right of being given the same opportunities and earning power as str8 men. We are mothers, fathers,
brothers, sisters, lovers, and friends. We are like you. I may try to use it with one of my classes that I teach at
my college on the psychology of diversity. Someone with a cause but also someone who is pragmatic. This is
rare but is the measure of the man. I would heartily recommend him for his intelligence, people ability and
pragmatism. Positive role models are important to individuals whether they be LGBT individuals talking
about their experiences or the family and friends of such individuals who can model acceptance and positive
affirmation. Academics are likely to find the book useful in considering issues around diversity and, of course,
the general public will also benefit as a book of this sort educates the reader. This book will also help LGBT
individuals to understand their situation and consider how to develop a deep and meaningful sense of
self-worth. It will also help such individuals understand how best to help those around them to understand
their situation as much as it will educate family and friends.
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Becoming a Visible Man shows why he is a leading voice to a generation of transmen and transwomen and why this
issue should be on the top of the agenda for all of us.

Jamison Green combines candid autobiography with informed analysis to offer unique insight into the
multiple challenges of the female-to-male transsexual experience, ranging from encounters with prejudice and
strained relationships with family to the development of an FTM community and the realities of surgical sex
reassignment. For more than a decade, Green has provided educational programs on gender-variance issues for
corporations, law-enforcement agencies, social-science conferences and classes, continuing legal education,
religious education, and medical venues. His comprehensive knowledge of the processes and problems
encountered by transgendered and transsexual people--as well as his legal advocacy work to help ensure that
gender-variant people have access to the same rights and opportunities as others--enable him to explain the
issues as no transsexual author has previously done. Customer Book Reviews Clinical Psychologist By Max
Fuhrmann on Jul 09, I will highly recommend this book to my female to male transgendered psychotherapy
clients and to those interested in learning about this phenomenon. It is an excellent blend of autobiographical,
social and political topics. Green does a great job of taking the reader through his personal struggles with
gender, sexual and social identification in an empowering and positive manner, an approach which I have
found lacking in many other autobiographies of transgendered individuals. He triumphs over his difficulties of
loss of contact with one of his children, shunning by his mother and rapid changes in his body as he attempts
to match the outside with the inside of his identity, but allows the reader to know that these victories were not
easy. He also provides the female socialized person in a newly male body with an impressive role model for
how to learn about male socialization, which I also have not encountered in most works on this subject. Green
does not profess to be an academician, but he obviously has done background reading on this subject,
spanning at least 25 years and attempts to use his life stories to support and negate a great deal of medical and
mental health literature on the subject of transgenderism and transsexualism. As an individual who started out
believing that the journey from female to male bodied would be solely his personal journey, he reminds us of
how one person, who becomes inspired to help others, can make such a large difference, clearly beyond what
he would have ever anticipated. Clinical Psychologist A most excellent read! Not only does Green give
readers pieces of his own personal experiences following the trend of many other trans texts , but he also
offers accessible, educational, and nuanced arguments around trans issues. His writing is balanced and aware
of its biases, always mindful of questioning the existing structures of power, and responsible to those with
whom he seems himself in community and alliance. By no means does this mean that Green attempts to speak
for or about all transpeople or all transmen, or that he understands all transpeople or their experiences to be the
same. Rather, Green is quite adamant about the differences between and among transpeople, at the same time
that he is clear that we must come together in all our differences to effect true social change. I really could go
on at length about the merits of this text Together we could change the conditions that generated our fears.
These conventions persist because no one has tried, until very recently, to correct them. James writes to be
read, unlike a lot of writers on trans experience or in gender theory. Having run FTM International for a
million years, James has more than his own experience to rely upon for this book - he has head the stories of
thousands of FTMs, from those that embrace a more genderqueer radical place, to those who wish, simply, to
pass well enough so they can marry and mow their lawn on Saturdays. The specific information about the
process of transition from a female to a male body is fascinating, and bound to be helpful to anyone
considering FTM surgery. But from my perspective year-old married heterosexual female , the book speaks to
a much wider audience. This book is a clarion call for anyone who dreams of naming and claiming her true
self. I recommend it without reservation. A comprehensive look at the matter Uprichard on Jul 10, This is a
wonderful book to read if you are interested in any dimension at all of the transgendered experience. It is, first,
a well-written story of a life spent becoming what Jamison truly was, male. But it also is the story of all of that
life, from childhood, through adolescence, adulthood, parenthood, and self-hood. But beside being a very
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readable memoir, it fully addresses all the other components of being transgendered. It is, secondly, a
comprehensive review of all the physical dimensions of changing gender as well as addressing all the
administrative complications. Then thirdly, there is the politics of transgender. Who speaks for you. And
Jamison has done a wonderful job of speaking for FTM persons and for allowing the readers to understand the
complexities of that arena. It is a well-designed book Vanderbilt University Press , well-edited with an index
and a comprehensive bibliography. I would recommend this book to anyone with any curiosity about life
whatsoever. Hallmark on Nov 07, I have read several books about trans issues. It is educational but provides
enough of a personal story to keep you interested and awake. Jamison has the personal experience and
background to give a reader insight into trans history and what it is really like to be trans. Green, explores his
own experiences and tells them in great detail. I also appreciated the historical perspective. I will say that at
times, I had trouble following the timelines. Great book for anyone to read. By Rek on Apr 05, This is an easy,
fun, and interesting read. The book rekindled my sensitivity and respect for humanity. Jamison Green writes
about his own experience, and about the days when there was only a newsletter to subscribe to, instead of a
whole lot of sympathetic and informative books. From everyday situations, to intimate matters, my mind was
filled with wonder. For me, education is key that goes for everything and I wanted to learn everything I could
about the man I was falling in love with. I could not put this book down and in learning more about the
transition process, found myself falling even more in love with my FTM. I found this book easy to read,
simple to understand and very helpful with all those burning questions swimming around in my head. I learned
that any person on their road to self-discovery and transition is not only brave, but the most honest a person
can be. I also learned that when we accept the transgender community, we are enabling each of us to be the
best of what is possible. If only all of society would educate themselves about the transgender community;
people would learn that your sexual organs do not make up who you are as a gender. Ignorance breeds hatred
and unfair prejudice. Greene for sharing such intimate details of his personal story and anyone who is
courageously transitioning. So many passages resonated with me in this book, but I will close with one of my
favorites: It gives a good account of the history of transmen and, to a degree, transsexuals in general over the
past few decades. Jamison Green tells his personal account as a transman and intersperses segments about
what was happening socially, nationally and internationally for transmen during his lifetime. His broadened
perspective on the state of transmen and transsexuals in general comes from his personal involvement in FTM
International and his activism on the subject. Both are very good books and I highly recommend both of them
to anyone interested in learning more about transsexuals. Great book on gender. By Mcap on Aug 14, Best
book I have read on the subject. Very thoughtful and clear. Amazingly honest and open about his process. I
have recommended this book to countless people, both transgender and CIS-gender, for more understanding
on the topic. The first chapter alone is great for a complete eye opener on gender and how most take it for
granted. I can really relate. This should be required reading of healthcare providers, teacher, parents and
anyone else who deals with people. I suppose that would mean everyone!!! Love this book By Drcst on Feb
20, Love this book. Bought it after hearing the author speak. Have passed it along to several others. Stunningly
honest, an authentic voice with an important story to share. Thank you Jamison Green! Can be a bit academic
at times but there is much to connect with for those who are in the process of transition or are trans-gender.
Jameson Green is clearly an intelligent and articulate writer. Add a Book Review Book Summary: This
particular edition is in a Paperback format. It was published by Vanderbilt University Press and has a total of
pages in the book. To buy this book at the lowest price, Click Here.
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Best Book in Transgender Studies, Winner, Center for Lesbian & Gay Studies (CLAGS), NY Lambda Literary Award
Finalist. Written by a leading activist in the transgender movement, Becoming a Visible Man is an artful and compelling
inquiry into the politics of gender.

Please check it out here! The reason I liked this book so much was because it was part textbook and part
memoir. Both were compelling because Jamison Green meshed them both together so well. He talked in terms
of his own experience with changing documents, surgeries, finding acceptance, and, most importantly,
navigating visibility. This is kind of a personal review because, like Jamison, I can only talk about my own
experiences. He and I have different ones, of course. He came out and began transitioning at I started in my
teens 15 when I came out and 18 when I started medically and legally going through it. He was always
decently at home in a female body and I was the same way until I started researching. The biggest take home
message for me from this book is the importance of activism. And there are many different types of activism.
However, the first kind brings visibility to transmen. If you can, think of how many famous transmen that you
know. Personally, I can name two. Brandon Teena a murder and hate crime victim and Chaz Bono. There is a
huge disparity in services available. When I was a baby transman, my mom found a group so I could talk with
fellow transpeople and maybe find a community. But, I went because she made me. When I arrived, I was the
youngest person there. And the only transman. All the women chatted and talked and just went over their
issues navigating the world. There are simply more transwomen around and talking than transmen. Hell, it
says in his obituary that he preferred living as a man. Jamison even brings up in this book, written over a
decade ago, that he met people who thought he was transitioning to become a woman. I felt extremely visible
and like my experience was valuable. To me, it felt like Green was writing for two audiences: Due to this, the
book can often read to a trans person like "Trans Men ", and can get a little dry and technical at some points.
At the same time, there was so much advice and insight that can only come from someone m I found this book
when I was not-quite a year into HRT, and found it very compelling. These were words I needed to read at the
time, and appreciated the insight of an older trans person when so often the work I find is by folks closer to
my age. I wish that the memoir itself had been more compelling. It feels, somehow, less present than the
critical material. What is there is good, but I finished the book wanting more of a synthesis between critique
and memoir. Because of him and other folks that continue to be out and share their stories, I can be out and
share mine, no matter how our paths intertwine or diverge.
Chapter 4 : Becoming a Visible Man - Jamison Green - Google Books
Written by a leading activist in the transgender movement, Becoming a Visible Man is an artful and compelling inquiry
into the politics of gender. Jamison Green combines candid autobiography with informed analysis to offer unique insight
into the multiple challenges of the female-to-male transsexual.

Chapter 5 : Becoming a Visible Man by Jamison Green ()
Interesting Finds Updated Daily. Amazon Try Prime. All.

Chapter 6 : Project MUSE - Becoming a Visible Man
Becoming A Visible Man PDF Download. After im reading this Becoming A Visible Man PDF Download it is very
interesting. especially if read this Becoming A Visible Man ePub when we are relaxing after a day of activities.
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Becoming a Visible Man was an insightful and intriguing book to read for this course. It first caught my attention with the
picture of the author on the cover smiling next to a billboard of a man bursting through water, almost as if he was being
reborn.

Chapter 8 : Becoming a Visible Man, Jamison Green - Shop Online for Books in New Zealand
Becoming a Visible Man shows why he is a leading voice to a generation of transmen and transwomen and why this
issue should be on the top of the agenda for all of us in the twenty-first century." -- Henry Rubin, author of Self-Made
Men.

Chapter 9 : Becoming a Visible Man by Jamison Green
Get this from a library! Becoming a visible man. [Jamison Green] -- One of the founding activists of the transgender
movement offers this firstperson account of his femaletomale transsexual experience.
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